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Doug Duran Daily stall photographer
other information was released from San Jose Slate University Police
or the San Jose Police Departments.

Homecoming festivities begin royally
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
Finalists for SJSUs homecoming
king and queen competition were
named Thursday night in preparation
for this week’s homecoming activities.
Reigning queen Donna Kaylot
senior mann iri in political scieni.c.
tiiissstiu en lie 1111diedS for the homecoming king
Case). N11111.41 senior mithifing in
HON . a
computer ss cove.
senior maiming iii tin:ince. and
Micah Hanel. a senior [Howling in
Ille Issi lie title
marketing. :Ile
The finalists tor the queen’s otle
are: Susan Rubric, a senior maissring
in business management. Dia (iikas.
St 1, and
a senior maiming in sr scial
a soma maiming
1.
Sharlene ...tram.
in speech Lommunication. The candidates weft. announced by current
King Jim Burton.
"I feel like Bert Parks. But I’m
not going to sing," Burton said he fore the announcement.
Burton became king three weeks
ago. replacing Mike McCarthy, who
yry;is ousted tru not performing his
"kingly shows.(.andidates in the competition
must he full time SIM students who
has e completed a minimum of 30
units w ith a ciimulatise grade point
is ii
of at least 2.5. Contestants
also he sponsored by a campus
iiiimiation officially recogniied by

gani/ations will he displayed on the
walls of the building.
A barbecue will be held at the
campus piss. Iron) 4. Ai) to is 1(1 p Tit
Students %kilt, hrsugIII miss edits oh
Slime article of (lean clothing
sir Ii eel free food. The cssionhutions
will go to help San Jose’s 110111eless.
Sharlene Tsuboi,
The Canned Isisid sins e V, Ill he
homecoming queen candidate continued iti the Ionia I S’eta littioni
in the Student I ’Mon. Tuesday from
the univ et sit
would "like to concentrate on tradi- 10:30 a ine to". tit p
Candidate. :oust submit a letter of tion.
Ross Alc(issw an ond Ann Fraser.
recommendation and write an essay
"I’d hiring a lot of tradition back. hosts of the ’FA’ slum "People ale
esplaining then reasons for nulling!.
At the football game, we play the na- Talking.- vs ill emcee a moiety show
’Tye lust alw ay. heen involved in tional anthem. Why not play the
rut Sis ml 1)mi% :Auditorium I I om
school and I really get escited about alma mater for the school?’’ he 7:tit to 10:311
p.m. on Tuesday Adhomec4iming." said Tsuboi, rep- asked.
mission is one can of food for the
resenting Alpha Phi sorority .
"I’d like to get the community in- homeless.
Tsuboi would like to see more in- volved." Ajalat said. "cnI
gotten in
Also Tuesday will he "Club
n iilvement between dOSSIlitWoll San contact with the mayor rot San Jose)
Jose and the campus. "Maybe we and he’s It wok ing forward to more in- Day.’ in the Music Building from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Campus clubs will be
can have a campus -wide rally down- volvement."
gin tug out inhumation about their
town. she said.
The university celebrates homeA rally might help promote coming all week around a theme that activ sties.
’arious campus clubs will sell
SJSU’s image. she said.
parodies the television show The
"I feel San Jose State doesn’t get Twilight Zone. "You’re Now Flitter- ftxrd at a street fair on Ninth Street
all the credit it deserves and at times ing the Spartan Zone." T-shirts and between San Fernando and San Carlos streets Wednesday from 10 a. ft.
it gets a bum rap,’ she said.
other publicity read.
Gikas, representing Delta Zeta so"The whole thing we’re stressing to 3:30 p.m
rority. said. "It seems to he really. this week is that homeLmming is not
The homecoming week celeorganired this year.’’
just for fraternities and sororities, bration wraps up Friday vyith a "pep
If picked its queen. Gikas said. "I it’s for the whole campus to get in- rally yell test’’ at 6:30 p.m., folwant to get more students involved volved... Kaylor said
lowed by a dance at 9 p.m. Roth
in campus activities by getting them
Homecoming begins at 9 a.m. events will he held in the Amphipublic iied.’
today with a banner contest in the theater
Naha’ a member of Delta [psilon Art Quad outside the Student Union.
The SISTI fmnball team yy ill play
fraternity said if chosen as king. he Banners from campus clubs and or- Utah State at 1:30 p.m.. Sri in

’I’ve just always been involved in school
and I really get excited about
homecoming.’

Teen found on campus
claims parent left him
By Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer
Most reports 4O abandoned
children lead police officers to
bundled -up babies left on church
steps. oi tiny tow headed hits lost
in shopping malls.
But w hen 1 MY el soy Police responded Isle I stir ssh,iy night to a
call of an abandoned child in
front 4)1 an SJSU icsidence hall,
they found a 15-y eat old boy.
The boy. who SS is not identified because he is a minor, told
UPD officers his parents abandoned him and he had nowhere
else to go, said Lt. Shannon Maloney.
The juvenile said Ins patents
had gone to Hawaii on vacation
and locked him out of their
hinise, Maloney said.
He was found in I out of Wash bum Hall around 10 p m. Thursday after police received a call
from bine% Hoffman. a concemed student. Maloney said.
It w-asuit clear if the boy was
stay mg vs ith it dorm resident.
Police took the youth to the
county children’s shelter. Maloney said.

’the boy has is lend who is a
resident in the hall. said Debbie
Morales, resident director (il
Washburn Hall.
"The friend is a ummce, responsi
ble person who was rust trying to
look mutt for someone who didn’t
have anyplace to go," she said.
But Morales did not believe the
boy was living with the student.
"The kid told me he slept only
one night m the study lounge,"
she said. "He said he was very
tired, so he just fell asleep. Police have not net located his
parents, Mahmey said
"The kid thought his mother
would he back sometmie next
week... Morales said on Friday.
"Apparently. from what he
said. hks parents are divorced."
Morales added. "He said his
mother remarried, and his lather
lives in northern (’aliforma some
where."
She did not know if police had
contacted his father.
The boy gave 1.1111) office’ s
Campbell address, Maloney said

I 9145

Computer parts
worth $25,000
reported stolen

Crash course

Iliep Iluynh ran his car into one of Santa Clara County Transit’s bus
stops in front of 11 ahlquist library around Ii p.m. Thursday. No

\imitid.()iluner

By Sallie Nlattismi
Daily stall writer
A rash of hurglanes last week
netted more than ST15.000 in stolen
compute, hank are nom the new
Engineering Building
"They re taking it out as fast as
we can bring it in.- said Bob Trammell, assistant dean of engineering.
Compuici equipment worth $22,1100 lids reported stolen from the Engineering Building in two separate
incidents. at:cooling tsr 1.111%etSily
Police I .t. Shannon Maloney
Seven Apple Macintosh ST internal hard disk Limes worth S21:000
were reported suslen Oct. 12 by Darrell Hanshaw,. engineering hardware
specialist
Haluk Oiremek. a professor of
mputer engineering. reported the
disoppearance of a S11100 computer
disk di-kr:Thursday Maloney said.
Police are also myestigating the
Melt sit S 1.195 worth of computer
equipment taken early last week.
[here w.is no sign 01 torced entry
in any ot the incidents. Maloney
said There are no suspects in the
!hens

I Ile

setill

Ild/d

disk

discs

Stele

in Room 254 ii lien they
5% etc .li dol. Trammell said.

still III Now,

’’They Ye been here fru some
time.- he said " Actually . e were
getting ready to -.end thesis back to
Apple is eY4. hinge them Irsi eternal
hard disk doses %hen they were stolen.
Trammell said it is possible the
door to the room may not have
latched securely . so anyone could
have gained access
"I’m lust guessing. but either
someone had a key to that 11/11111 or
the door 55 is left :oar.- he said.
"Sonic of the doors in this building
don’t latch cssinpletely when they ’re
closed. The doors are being :Ousted
as we find them, hut this %Sas one we
didn’t know about
Ozemek said he was not surprised
at the theft of the disk dny e tnim
Room 492. He said he helloed
someone tried to steal it tour weeks
ago, was nearly caught, and came
back to try again.
Sec ill ’RGIAR). /wee bar A

Crime wave

Fullerton supports
stricter dorm rules

slossi plopped open.’ she said "We
By Denise Zapata
need to !lase a Ileighhttrilttod st sushi
Daily staff writer
kI10%1 WS [laid. bur pessple are
Tighter security in the campus
dornlitories is :in administrati% e going to hay e to soy . .lb %on don’t
priority . said President Fullerton at a hone a key . I can’t let ysstl III If
press conference i’llestkil
you’re waiting for a friend. S 01.1re
is’haVe to ettlI your friend.. "
e \presses! concern for
she
follow
mg
a
recent
said
student salety
Fullerton said lobby desks will re
em true wave in Royce and Moulder
main open longel to present non ics
halls.
Stasha Bolls. a Moulder Hall resi- !dents from entering the buildings
dent. was arrested and charged with ni ithotit authon/ation. Housing 1ulf’
possession of cocaine for sale on Oa 11 is ill also reshict access to dorm
keys.
Sept. ’s
UPD
Rick Aheyta said offion Oct. 2. llinversity Police officers arrester] William Thorns in con- cer pallids of the buildings have
nection yy oh a rape, attempted rape. been increased and that he has increased the number of officers and
and assault in Royce Hall.
Thorns is hilt an SJSU student. but the frequency oh their patrols.
’We are concerned... Abeyta
was unmg in the dormitory without
said. "Vv’e want to make sure that
authori/ation.
Fullerton said the (’PI) will work people feel sate in their homes
sill icials to monitor ill’ Abeyta said housing otticials have
been cooperative despite the resentcuss to the dormitories by non- rest
ment of some residents to the tighter
dents
She said most of the security prob- security IlleaStifeS.
’Some students are unliapm,. he
lems have occurred because dorm
residents liae admitted people with- said. "But some students are welcoming the tighter security
out proper authrirliation.
After dorm oflicials announced
’There needs to he a cleirrei Un.144 RI -1.1..S. kin -k page
derstanding that you can’t ki,o e the

Hologram show displays 3 -dimensional images
By Dan Turner
Daily stall wnter
At the beginning of the movie
’ ’Star Wars.’’ R2D2 projects a
three-dimensional image of Princess
I.eia pleading "Help me Obi Wan
Kenohe. you’re my only hope."
That’s nothing 0mm:wed to the
works at "Images of Time and
SpaL.e.’’ an international holography
exhibition now appearing in San
lose:
"I’m making some holograms
now in which the images come out
14 feet in front of you." said Alexander. one or several artists at the
ex hi hit is in who go by only one
name "Fin also clunking holograplin motion pictures. and with the
loser sy stem I’m projecting the
image as a cube in space...
Holography is a kind 4)1 II) super
photogiaphy, which uses laser
heimis to reflect light waves from an
object i utmtum a photographic plate.
lime piocess was developed 15 years
ago
’’It’s not easy to explain how holograms are made in simple tern’s
because it’s a fairly complicated process:* Alexander said.
The art works aren’t the kind one
typically sees in museums. Many ol
them move, or at least they seem hi
When the v iewer su alks around the
plate, the image moves like an actor
in a motion picture. Dizzy Gillespie

,V,:541111[0401
Kathleen Howe -- Daily stall photographer
"Sophie," a !hologram created hs Margaret Reny on of Vngland. is part
of a holographyc y
now shoeing; in doss 11111St n San Jose. I hese photos show the tvx tutlifferent angles of the hologram.
mises his trumpet. blows and smiles
at !dill. You can almost hear the note
he plays.
Other images are simply startling.
The 3-I) pictures have a much more
powerful effect than flat images.
They seem to hring the viewer one

,
step closer to f
From the side, tine exhibit looks
like a rather crude watercolor paint
mg of a Skt,1111111s lace From a dif
ferent angle. a ’cal %Airman’s lace appears behind the picture
The
panning in front simply serves as

make-up tor her.
There is the stem of a wine glass
glued to a platform. The top has
been broken off, hut behind it is a
lisslogram of the entire glass. looking
like the ghostly aura o1 an oblect that
was once % hole.
There is
image of a inich.COpe
on a table As orn. approaches it. the
if it were
tense seems to proton],
ieal
II one .thites lust
tsr
:is
the right angle. one s
see
inside the lens to the obieL t tinder the
microscope. which appeals to be a
computer chip
While Ill:till, of the artists .it Me
-Images- eyhibit
work
tor sale. most students would probably Ink] these pieces a little outside
their budgets
Anait, one sit the exhibitors, said
she would let co of one of her holograms
’I don’t es en think itiy price is
. compared to some of
high.
the mho intists Yv ho are out of New
Yolk.- Anal’ said
Snail sells most of her pieces to
museums, and shared one exhibit
ith Salvator Dalt in 1975. She said
luilograms aren’t yet accepted as the
kind of art 011e hangs ,.s-er the mainlepiece, so she doesn’t sell much of
hi individuals.
her is
How iiitiL It does it 4.iost to make a
See
ikai page
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Little Triggers
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Look under the label

People don’t kill
people . . .
it set late at night as ’.’.rite this column. I V..
rather he sleeping. hut my next door neighbors hay.:
other ideas
I use in downtown San Jose, in a neighborhood
where ..oliege students and other undesirables are kept
as’. ay from the rest ot siiciety I think it’s about 3 a.m .
but the party nest door is just warming up. Time to cud
die up to my word processor and prepare for a long
night.
Outside in window, they’re playing a modern opus
which I think is called "Euhh. We Wanna’ Party
I get
this impression because
that !nosing lyric is the
only line in the song I
think my
neighbors
must be try tug
memowe the words, because they keep play ing
this song oyer and oker
again at yolume, that
make
my
eyeballs
shake around in my
head.
One of the things I
Dan ’Turner
like to do at times like
this is think abinit all the nasty ways I could torture these
pet,* to make them he quiet. Somehow my thoughts always turn to my BB gun.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not one of those guys iv ho
drive around in a pickup truck v. ith a gun rack stuck to
the hack In fact. I helieke ery stiongly in gun control.
SIk tikani in V.101 BB guns started when I was a child and
my NIVIIN uldit.t let me hake one
it sec. my dad is a doctor. and he used to have to
work on kid, whose eyes had been shot out by BB’s. It
didn’t matter that all my friends on the block had FIB
guns and threatened to kick me out of the club if I didn’t
get one ot my own: Dad said no
Atter I di,,iikered curls, BB t.nots .ectned less intportunt. hut suhu,uuiisciuusly the skai, weic still there \li of
a sudden I graduated trom college and was hs ingott lly
own, making more money- than I knew what to do
in CD’s or stocks. I
Other people insest their 1110,1
hi Ught toys. ( hie of the first things I ;2.4 V.is a RH gun.
It was reallk a lot ot tun at first
I used to shake up
cans iti.heap beer and then shoot them so I could v,aicli
a ,tieam of suds spurt unit the hole I he 111.4,1011 was. I
had too much ’MI I hoe were no parent, around to tell
inc V. hat I COUldIl t uI u. so I got a little carried iv. ay
There are two oily. about Bit’s that you should always remenihei. it you get a cain oh !,01.11. twa Eirst. they
ricochet Seoul& dim I slmi it your gun indiiiirs.
Alter I broke a v. indow and put a lot of dents in the
ill I decided to put the BB gun away for a while.
EY entually . I just sort 01 forgot about it It became one ot
thiise tiiy, that lust sit on the shelf and gather dust. The
only time I think about it now is during my neighbor’,
parties
What I’d really like to do is open the v.indow a crack
and shiit one iit them in the back of the
L Iaeac1
tie
stands by his c al and blasts the ’’party song through his
stereo Of course. I would ire’. cm
shoot a person
I might put his eye out or something. which would make
me feel yery guilty tor at least a minute
Or niay he they ’d get the idea it I rust wrote a nasty
...Munn about them in the Spartan Daily Power of the
press. and all that On the other hand, maybe the). II just
see this and dec ide hi heat me up.
You’ll notice I didn’t include my address.

Letters to the Editor
Stay off the bandwagon
Edam.
It’s neat when a hometown team is
w inning liserybody is happy and
eyeryhody is a fan. An example this
year is the Oak land A’s.
Nov,. a ht Lit List ear’s example.
the San Francisco Giants? The bandwagon v. as full People who didn’t
hat ba,ehall was were
e en know
suddenly "always a Giants tan
Having that ttiaiiy fans was great tor
the team.
Where have all those fans gone ’
The bandwagon was full last yea?.
hut it’s half-empty this year The
same people that hake im A’, hats
had on ( ;lam, hats last year.
Oui society has taught us to root
for the winner I .cu alt) doesn’t seem
to stay unless the team is still winning.
I’d like to recogni/e those fans
who have stuck with the saute team
year after year, regardless of the
team’s performance Though those
fans may get okershadowed when
everybody lumps on the bandwagon.
I’d like to say that you are noticed
when it counts.
Matthes I). Anderson
Junior
Public relations

Focus on the abuses
Editor.
The "hainhuivier statement ’ in
Lorraine MorgaMs ( Kt 3 article on
the student affiliate iit People tor the
Ethical Treatment of Animal, is a
disserY ice to the animal rights group.
Abandonment and mistreatment
of pets is sad and it is certainly a
cause worth addressing. It is ludicrous, however, to suggest that the
’hamburgers we eat from Si Don
aid’s are not from animals raised in a

teat it II ell% In /11111C111...
The sophomore English major
who made that statement is either
completely dishonest or has never
ohserked a cattle rancher scold his
tor making the steers walk
too last across the quiet pasture. Or
perhaps the person is unaware of the
meticulous attention feed -lot operators Foy ide to teeding schedules and
animal health. To do less is money
out of their pockets.
Let’s keep the animal rights issue
focused on people who abuse animals through ignorance or lack of
concern. not on commercial producers who supply the likes of MkOonald’s. They haye too much at stake
not to coddle their animals.
Jon t’ooper
Graduatt
Geology

Coverup exposes Bush
In Tuesday’s Spartan Daily, there
wils a front page article about the
moy te "(’oy erup: Behind the Iran Contra Affair
I V .1, glad to see
this i.ok crave, hut bothered that it
v, as followed on Wednesday by a
poll showing that ’,1St students
!akin. Hush 0% Cr 1)1.1k.11.. is
Wake up people’ hose inter% iewed in the auk le stated that.
113usli is flaky
or "He’s dime
well tor eight years under keagan.
Without any mlormation, research
or pa,10I1 to base their decisions,
these people support Bush. Do you
really \sant a person who has lied tor
eight years to he president tor four
more?
Go see "C’overup. It will run
through October 20, and the theater
is only a block from campus. If pay mg for a ticket is a problem. mentally or physically. contact me
through the SJSU SANE/Free-ie or-

AND ShouLD
hAvE. To STE.P iNTO
THE PREDDENcY
FIRST I’D SAY
A LITTLE PRAYLP

THEN CALL IN

THL CABINET

(..,..hen ME
ISON’Au> 06..+1

.
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ganization and I will show you the
film.
Stark Welton
Sophomore
Political Science

Proposition 103 works
Editor.
Can the people of the State of California possibly beheYe that the insurance industry is spending 1.43
million for the privilege of lowering
auto insurance rates’.’ That’s what
Big Insurance is counting on, to pass
Props 101. 104. and 106.
I hope Californians are not that
naive. I hope they remember how
Prop 51 was supposed to lower their
rates and what really happened.
The way to bring auto insurance
rates down is to make the insurance
companies subject to the same antitrust laws that apply to the rest of the
business community.
Props 100 and 103 will do that, as
well as mandate rate reduction, not
lust for I..A hut statewide These
consumer -sponsored measures preserve accident %minis’ rights while
preventing future rate -fixing by Rig
Insurance.
Join consumer groups like Common Cause and Consumer Union in
voting VI ’s on Props 100 and 103.
and NOuuui 1(11. 104. and 106.
Judith W. Marsh
resident
San Francisco

Yes, I have no answers
Editor.
Your Oct. 1 I editorial plugging
the fare of a local movie house raised
some questions in my mind.
First of all. v,ould the 011ie North
bashers he quite sic vociferous if the
man had not been a Marine? Unfortunately for men and women in the
sevice of our country, there seems to
he some sort of negative connotation
with being a Marine.
If Sir. North had been a Democrat
congressman, having breakfast with
Al Hakim, planning a deal for the release of hostages and working on
settling the problems in Central
America, I think there would have
been considerably less of an uproar.
Secondly, all of us would be very
receptive to the plan of the staff of
the Spartan Daily for obtaining the
release of American hostages in the
Middle East. lithe lover or loved
(Inc of any member of the Spartan
Daily staff were held as a hostage. I
dare say that any staff member
would he more than willing to sell
arms even to a Republican to obtain
the release.
Third, we would all also like to
hear how the staff of our campus
newspaper would deal with the current head of Nicaragua. The man has
shown himself to he a despot of a
most serious nature. Everyone
would like to see peace in Central
America. Let’s hear how you would
accomplish that.
Last of all, your final sentence inferred that we are all still in the Dark
Ages. I’m quite certain that anyone
in that time period, who so consistently disagreed with most conventional thought as you do, would have
had no opportunity at all to express
an opinion.
You have an incredible outlet for
any opinion you wish to express.
The rest of us must depend on the
whims of the editorial page composer as to whether or not our
thoughts are even read
Marcia Holslrom
Sophomore
Public Relations

voter registration deadline has passed
The the nation is now essentially split
and
between the two major parties. But the
contest isn’t over. Democrats, as was proven
in the last presidential election, won’t
necessarily vote Ikmocrat. Republicans don’t
have to vote for George Bush.
There’s a lot to be said for party loyalty.
Voting loran ideology is better than choosing
the most personable candidate. But every time
we cast a vote, we’d better be sure the
candidate represents the values we associate
with the party. Otherwise, any unscrupulous
opportunist could take advantage of our
predictability.
This almost happened in 1980. when Ku
Klux Klansman Tom Metzger won the
Democratic Party nomination in a San Diego
Congressional primary.
Political parties weren’t allowed to play
any role in primary elections, so the
Democratic leadership couldn’t spread the
word that Metzger was a Klansman or endorse
his opponent. In a low turn-out election,
Metzger became the official candidate.
In the main race, the parties were allowed
to participate. Metzger’s Klan affiliation
became widely known and the district’s
Democrats gave their votes to the Republican
candidate. The Republican won the race with
87 percent of the vote.
The San Diego Democrats showed that
their loyalty could not be taken for granted. In
a presidential election it is even more crucial
that voters scrutinize their party’s candidate to
make sure he or she is worthy of their support.
Republicans, although their views on the
economy, defense, social programs and other
issues differ from those of Democrats, surely
believe in the basics of democracy
that a
president is accountable to the people who put
hini in office.
Albrnier director of central intelligence.
George Bush apparently believes he is
entitled to act without the knowledge or
approval of the American people or their
representatives in Congress.
In the book "Veil," Bob Woodward
reports that Bush told Reagan to "remain
absolutely close-mouthed" about the arms
shipments to Iran even after the deal was
exposed in a Lebanese magazine.
Woodward got his information from a telex
sent by Admiral John Poindexter.
Not only did Bush favor keeping the
t ra n s at. t ii ins secret, in the movie "Coverup:
Behind the Iran-Contra Affair," he is accused
of personally making a deal with the Iranians,
offering them arms and millions of dollars to
delay the release of the American hostages
until after the 1980 presidential election. The
reason for this was obviously to ensure that
Jimmy Carter wouldn’t score any points from
the hostages’ release.
The hostages were finally released on the
day of Ronald Reagan’s inauguration.
These are not empty charges, casually
thrown out by Dukakis supporters. The claim
that Bush set up the "arms -for-no-hostages"
deal is made by Barbara Honegger, former
White House policy analyst in the
Reagan/Bush administration.
Former President of Iran. Bani Sadr,
confirms the allegations.
Bush’s New York State campaign
manager. J.G. Sullivan, said in Billboard
magazine that he isn’t worried about
"Coverup" because "the people who will go
see it have probably already made up their
minds to despise Bush." Does he mean that if
Bush supporters were likely to see the movie,
there would be reason to worry? Are
Republicans really going to let the Bush
campaign assume that they will vote blindly
without listening to the other side?
In order to restore democracy and protect
our system of checks and balances, we have to
cooperate across party lines and rid this nation
of leaders like Bush. Reagan and Oliver North,
who put themselves above the U.S.
Constitution.
If you think you’re sure about Bush, what
is there to lose? See the movie, which is
playing for another week at Camera 3. Check
the facts with the sources cited in the movie
and in the library. Don’t accept Bush just
because he carries your party label.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you - our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged. By listening to our readers
we can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However personal attacks and letters in pt’ior taste will
not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or libel.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone
number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or to the Student
Union information desk.
Editorials are the opinion of a majority of the
Spartan Daily Editorial Hoard. They run without a
byline and appear in the upper left corner.
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Golden football search over

Local artists present poetry, music
By Leah Pets
Daily staff writer
Three artists and long-time
friends offered glimpses of their
lives through ptietry and music
Wednesday night at the San Jose
Museum of Art.
Janet Lewis, the oldest of the
three at 89, read poems about
growing up with the Chippewa
Indians in northern Michigan.
Lewis is also a critically -acclaimed novelist and opera librettist.
Thom Gunn, a teacher at the
t ’niversity of California at Berkeley, brought the small audience to
the present with poems about the
pain and sadness related to the
AIDS epidemic.
Four of Gunn’s friends died
last August front the AIDS virus.
Alva Anderson’s medium is
music. He recently worked with
I.ewis to compose "West of
Washington Square." an opera.
which will premiere in San Jose
next month.
Anderson gave background on
his opera to the appreciative
group and played a few piano
pieces.
Lewis, born in Chicago. said
she can’t sing. but her writing has
been made into several operas.
Along with "West of Washington Square,- Lewis wrote part
of the text for "The Swans.- another opera put to music by Henderson.
"The Swans- is based on the
fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm.
Lewis. a thin woman with a
cap of short white hair, had trouble adjusting the light at the podium where she spoke. Her voice
faltered as she made small talk
with the audience, but as she read
her pOenni. her voice grew
strong.
At times she looked up from
her notes, but kept reciting from
iiiemory.
She read poems about simple
subjects, such as a rose and a
snail in her garden and a white
oak she saw when she first came
to California in 1927.

"My poems are very tit% olous.
in a manner of speaking," Lewis
said.
Lewis took these basic things
and described them with detailed
imagery, making the group almost see and feel that snail being
crushed beneath their feet.
’Child in a Garden:
studies time, one of Lewis’ favorite
themes.
In one stanra she writes, "The
poplar bough, its plumes unbending. The hummingbird in thin air
standing
motion and quiet reconciled.’
Lewis also drew from her experiences ith the Hopi Indians
of Aridona in 1977.
She went on a camping trip
with a group from Stanford University. where she occasionally
taught a writing class.
One of Lewis’ poems described a Hopi prayer feather.
used in ceremonies by the group
of Indians who believe in a life of
peace.
’You are told (by the Hopi)
Do not to touch them, do not interfere with them, it is better to let
them blow away,’ " I .ew is said.
Lewis’ first novel was based on
the summers she spent growing
up with a family of half Chippewa and half French ancestry.
She used that time to learn a
little of the C’hippewa language.
Lewis also wrote "The Invasion." a chronicle of the European infiltration into Native
American territory.
Gunn met Lewis and her husband in 1954 when he came to
Stanford University from England at the age of 25
’Janet was one ot the very first
people who made me feel welcome,’’ Gunn said.
Gunn studied with Lewis’ husband at Stanford under a creative
writing fellowship. He later became a writing teacher at UCBerkeley.
His works include "The Passages of Jov" and the "The Man
With Night Sweats,- completed
in 1982.
"I decided then not to publish

another book tor lit se.
Gunn said. "Has ing finished
something is much Inure dittivuli
tor me to deal with than begin
imig something. Gunn read one poeM. titled
"The Reassurance.- that dealt
with his feelings about death
’You write about what is important to you, what affects
you,’’ the writer said.
Gunn hi. es in San Francis,.
near the Mum, the city’s subwaN
He w rote about the 1 -car line to illustrate the different people and

Janet Lewis
/vier
landscapes.
While reading. Gunn lie
quently looked up to gauge the
group’s reaction.
"I thought may he I was getting
too monotonous writing about
death." he said "But you think
of Emily Dick InsOn. and she only
wrote well is hen she wrote about
death.(iunn wonders in "Death
Door- what people do after they
die.
Gunn offered a slice of humor
with "Meat" at the end of Ins
reading.
"In my childhood, chickens
tasted much better than now ."
Gunn said. "They w ere treated
much more humanely .
The program was offered as
part of a series by the San Jose
Center or Poetry and Literature
at tits(
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There were apprnixiiii.utel
footballs hidden on criuni
hushes, doorways and under lea% e
Renee Mello, homecoming
k rid
chairperson.
The finders of 50 of the footballs
won sandwiches front filimme’s.
Subway and Togos, as well as
sweatshirts, 1-stuns and tickets to
football games.
The homecoming committee gas e
clues to where the grand pride foot hall sins 111(1(11.41 Each day. starting
Mondas hits of information on the
football’s v, hereabouts were distributed to participants.
On Friday the final clue was revealed and by I() a.m., Sherman had
found the *golden football. He said the preceding clues were
not much help, but Friday ’s clue led
him directly to the basement lab ot
Duncan Hall Sherman tound the
winning pigskin under the sink
Sherman said a lot of people were
milling around the outside the door.

USAVE
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"WE RENT FOR LESS"
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19 95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus
S.J.S.U.
faculty, & Staff
weekly & monthly rentals

on

San Jose CA. 95111

WEDNESDAY
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
games at ea. 6 p.m.. S.1’. Eppel
Pad. For weekend meetings and in
formation call 377-5349.
Re-entry
Advisory
Program:
-Getting leads tot Thug seines
p
ComUt
Assisted Registia
Icr
el
COnlIlly 1.11011... 1" ill p nt
tile]
siti. Pacheco Room. Ism infoi
lion call 924-5937.
hillel Jewish Student Association:
111
Submarine siumuihw mcli lunch.
Campus Slinistry Center, 300 soir,
10th St 1-01 information sail
8311.
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$200- %stiffen on it

is as pretty neat,’ hi: said.
’"There was a bunch of people standing outside the door. I’m pretty sure
they were upset
Sherman didn’t plan tin participating in the --Football Hunt. "The timt da% it was lust a itike,
hut then I thought ’is 11.11 Me heck.’
you %,in’t lose.- he said "You can
on l% is M
S110114111 said he would probably
use the ninnies to pay hack sonic

debts and "do some Christmas shopping for iii sell’,’’
is
kkaS
the first "Football
Hunt "
"It’s all brand new,’ Mello said.
"It is is tun for other people...
Mello said she Ind the footballs at
night. hut not idiom problems
She said there is ire some men 101lot.k ine het around, so she called the
lnesir
say Police Department. She
said she Mud to keep track of
whet,: all the toothalls were located.
The first us minute footballs started
rolling in on Miindas len tooth:ills
had not been It icated by deadline.

cop11.12.11fed iuuummcah nun dings. 1,111(ii

cassette tapes is as against the law
-It’s not ins husatess," liadaw
said "I’m %intik imug tin someone. 1
was looking tor something to do,
something to teed my
Clark identit led the othei suspects
as l’ornito Delgado. 5’. of ley ico.
i%it City .
Juan 1.s1uinosa. ’8, ot
rg !engin. sic \
Juan I 111, Pele/.
L,I
Sfoliamed
sadell:C. 011k 1:1
lOtelli I Sakedii.
$,11111)
’8. Of
ml I .a
Wi.,1111111,Is11 and Adman Mohaniad.
I. ot 55 c.itimi.ter

DOWNTOWN MEDICAL CLINIC
PROTECTING YOUR HEALTH.
RESPECTING YOUR PRIVACY.
Personalized service - no waiting
AIDS/VD testing - same day results
available
Affordable student rates
Courteous Bi-Lingual staff
Open Saturdays
Call 275-9090 For an Appointment
South First Street
le325
(Next to Original Joes)

VISA

Voted Best Shoe Repair in Valley
"The Only Guaranteed Shoe Repair’
Mens’
Ladies’
Rubber
Heels
Heels
$2.50

1 /2 OFF

111F

$4.50

COBBLER’S
BENCH
Expires 10/31 /88

95 South 1st Street San Jose,
Half Blk N. of
The Fairmont 298_ 1191

626 Town & Country Village
San Jose Across from T&C
Theater

249-0439

Cou.Lon must be

aesented at time of order to be valid

at

(800) 233-9099

A
easokaa
AIM 111111

5,N11.11C1i

STAFF

pally Stall

MK MI MI

(408)281-4666

’would

hut none had gone inside the lab yet
When he 1.1,011 in, he found the
Y111
sun
football. ii huh had

FBI partmem.
1.0S ANGELES (AP)
pioduLing an
The operation us
agents and local authorities sei,etl
more than 1;4.5 million worth al estimated 5.1100 tapes a day of pi’bootleg’ music cassette tapes and rated music by such popular recordcounterfeiting equipment and ar- ing artists as Rob Dylan. Jackson
rested eight people during a series of limy% mu, Janet Jackson and the Bangles. tot icials said.
raids, officials reported.
I hue,illeged 11m...deader. identified
The ,illeged piracy operatiim is as
as ale’) liatlaw I. 1". ill FOrnana.
"’" "iffint2 S-10.000 to S-PLIHNI
iieek producing counterteu music and Illt!1111e1 se% ell %%els’ .111 arrested
c,issette,. said It. Roger Calk nit the for iniesneabon ot conspiracy to
Ins .Sugeles County Sheriff’s De commit eland Melt. Elm k said
Hadais i mIni a repoitel %% Ito mi
ompaitierl audio, me. on the 1,tid
:Hit he didn’t know, that dujilliatiii,2

10% discount for
Students,

Bob Beach

Matt Sherman proudly displays the prized golden football

FBI seizes $4.5 million in bogus cassettes and equipment

.

Santa Clara Industries
50 umbarger Road

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)

By I.isa Bannon
Daily stall writer
Ii was lust like an Easter Egg
hunt. Only the Seas 11 is as iii pilden
footballs instead ot hardhoiled eggs
and iivvuted in the tall rather than the
spring
The footballs weren’t actually
gold, hut inure of a yellow hue. Matt
Sherman, a junior majoring in industrial technology found a football
that was worth, not its weight in
gold, hut $201).
The ’Foothall Hunt’ was the
kick-off to all homecoming ev ell!,
scheduled the week before the lom
hall game against Utah State on I Iii

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?

The hard- part
is knowing
witch carthp choose.

Looking for an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different’?
Many Air Force people
hove such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today
Call
1 -800 -423 -USAF TOLL FREE
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SPORTS

SJSU breaks losing streak, Johnson,
Spartans
keeps Big West hopes alive run over
Pacific

Bob Beach -- Daily staff photographe

Hy law Shess
Daily staff writer
SJS1’ had lust broken its lice
game losing streak with a 35-17 win
icc et (incei shy ot the Pacific.
Johnny Johnson had just rushed
tor 156 yards cc ith four touchdov.ns.
yet appeared almost distraught as he
sat outside Stagg Memorial Stadium.
answering reporters’ questions.
"Throughout the game I didn’t
1111111Mg,..
feel consistent ill 111
Johnson said
iii
his
n
admission.
Fh
Johnson,
w as lighting on a oild. and said the
S -degree heat in Stockton bothered
hint.
In the first half I was fatigued."
Johnson said. "After I cooled off at
the start of the third quarter. I felt a
little better."
Johnson was not the only one who
noticed.
"illh1111S
V. as a hit sluggish. then
lie really turned it on. said S.ISC
Head Coach Claude Gilbert. "I’m
really proud of hint."
See RUNNING. page 6

sdot receiver Ke% in Fans eludes Pacific back Rick Pembrook during Saturday’s game

Spartans rally to beat University of the Pacific, 35-17
Us Darren Sabedra
SISt
ii ’i

back
v,ere
chum tic open the passing game.
lohnsom ii ho had been bothered
Iii a cold, said he felt tangoed due to
the heat iii the first halt but the
cooler air in the second half made
luuiiu strongel
tired. Johnson
feeling
Despite
rushed foi 0ti aids on 20 L’airies in
5.151- ?Wining

,iganist thin]

laity staff writer

Iill11111%

team kiuen it sAas
tiolled out tor the

iiesei is ii
ihnd quattei Samiclas :it the l’imer,Its
I
-ut11400011C.
11..111111.,2
the
‘Tartans weft: akare that a loss to
Me 1 igers would all hut end their
hances in the Rig West Conlerence
tole lace
Knock iii the ConsegtienLes. SJSU
opened up its Offense in die se.:01Id

35-17 in
ihim if
spec takirs at nesclv stadium in
named Stagg \
Stockton
Ibth straight
The cc in vas
in cont ci ense pl.h as the Spartans
unprosed to 241 in the league and 25 is till
breaking a ri\e-gaine
I. using streak in the process.
knev ci hat they had to do
in Mc sceond hall.
SJSC Head
Coach Claude Colbert said. "The
knew it was our cc hole seas iii
SJSU, cc Ineh used a rum oriented
offense in the first halt. eyerted
more balanced attack in the third
quarter.
he coach felt ice could trim
halt and Tallied lo he,i114IP

.1o1111Non

the first hall

s,unl

We

He !Wished the g,illie

iculu 3.4 earries tot I 5fi >ads and
three torichdovns. Johnson also
caught one touchdown pass
The Spartans opened the second
halt on their own 47 with then sights
set on tying the score.
Johnson began the drive %OM an
eight -yard run. Two plays later.
Johnson took a pitch and raced 21
yards to the Tiger II .
On second down from the II.
5.151’ quarterback Ken I iit, corn ,Ivied a ....sell aid P.,’" to cc mile rel’elk CI Kevin Hans.
11 inn Mete. Johnson ran into the
end /one trout tour .ircls out. Jim
Kirk’s I,AT tied the sone. 14-14.
with I2 ett in the thud quarter.
1.1)1’. %kind] dropped to I -3 in the
Big West and 1-6 overall. came right

ct oh a big special teams bleak
’s defense had stopped the
.1 ’gets tin duos its. but Brian Jone,
punt cc as tumbled by Scott Wells
actualls . had the ball
stopped by l’OP’s Alan Fleming.
The ’Tigers’ \lark Sampson recovered the loose ball at the Spartans’
45
k her that. Vernon Hadnot. who
s dined the ball 10 times tor 41
s aids. took a pitch right lin 15
tIt’s
Eight plays late].
vishbone attack vas 1.iced cc ill
ice
fourth -and -goal at the
The Tigers settled to he I iehl
goal. as Mark Gran hooted the kick
from 26 yaids out. sic ins 1..(11’ a 17
14 lead.
"I.The Tigers) were very well prepared." Gilbert said. "A typical
they I1CVer
Bobby Cope team
quit."
SJSU scored the winning touchdown titi Its "est Po"e"""f
tat,. cc ho had tiouhle throwing
the hall m the first halt. completed
low passes in SJSC’s 66 card drive.
None ml the passes was bigger
than the rourth-and-one pl:h .11 the
See GA W., //tree 5
li

Resume
Copies
tiet sharp looking copies. top
quality paper. and matching
envelopes at Kinko’s. the copy
center.

Bob Beach

Daly staff photographer

Tailback Johnny Johnson gets tackled by Rick Pembrook

The Brothers of Kappa Sigma
Congratulate their Fall 1988
PSI Pledge Class
Hary Paik
Alex Khanbabian
Scott Dault
Joe Baxter
Mark Johns
T.J. Duignan
Sean Baum
Brian Lucid
Matt Tamony
Matt Scannell
Rich Maher
Mike Gonzales
Steve Scholz
Steve Sanger
Dave Leong

kinkom

Brothers Teaching Brothers

the copy center
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
25;5-5511

WE’RE PASSING
STUDENTS WITH FLYING
COLORS.

Directions For the lollow mg question, select the best
.111,kul khi,ILC minuted
I I huh it we know human nature can we know the native ot the true good tor human beings 1nd only
we know the miii rc’url the true good tuuu human
Ming. can v.eallice ji an idea of the 11111% lust
society Thus. it ve kn..% htillian nattily and the nature tit the gotfil Mr human beings. sic "Ill arrise at
an idea ol the truly lust society
Which tit the following points out a potential Ilaw in
the ft...V.01111W ahMe
What one human being thinks is good might well
he something that another human hying thinks
not go.,111,
usi.:
1 \ any
I ace arricccl at ideas 01 the iust
etv. and all ot them !Lice been slightly
it I It is quite possible to know human nature
...allow in any cs.o being able to (num cc html is
the good Ior human beings
11)1 Philosophers hace argued !In. centuries inset
what spec ills .111 delines human nature.
without smiling to a general .N!NNINCIll
1

A111 ,111g it an idea cut

gist ’iii icf \ mak Tv

than knowledge it human nature
and know ledge it the good tor human beings

LIMN: INOTC

IF YOU THINK THIS YEAR’S NEW GMAT SECTION
IS EASY, TRY READING THIS.
impossible new section. By anticipating and teachGo ahead. Try it.
Not so easy. huhtm l’.sivcially when you real i/c lust ing all the changes all the time.
Which means. if you had to look tin the correct
how much is at stake when you’re taking your( i tvl Ali
answer to the question at the bottom
That’s why you need Stanley H.
An
A
of the page, its time you began looking
Kaplan. Only we otter a prep course
that helps you prepare tor this year’s STANUY H.KAP1AN IDIXATIONAl atm LTD Int0 Stanley H. Kaplan.
tAurN

BERKELEY (415)849-4044 64 Shattuck Square
DAVIS (916)753-4800 204 "F" Street
MARIN (415)927-1115 20 Magnolia Avenue
PALO ALTO (415)327-0841 300 Hamilton Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO (415)546-4100 50 First Street
SANTA CRUZ (408)429-6524 1320 Mission Street
RENO (702)329-5315 475 Hill Street

tlewl¶4411, Slunk, II 14.414/11.1. 411.01411 cn114 I

CONCERNED ABOUT COST?
CALL ABOUT OUR STUDENT
REP PROGRAM!

It’s never been easier to qualify for a
Wells Fargo student VISA card.
And it’s never been easier fin you to apply. Just give us a call
and we’ll take your application over the phone.You need to be
at least a sophomore at a 4-year California college or university.
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident with a social security
number. You must have a checking or savings account opened
for at least six months and be on good terms with your
hank and any creditors. Finally, you should have at least $200
a month in spending money from verifiable sources after your
expenses.Thaes all it takes to qualify. When you do, you’ll be
off to a flying start towards establishing credit.
So get your bank account number and other personal information together and call 1 -800-642-BANK today.
Call Nills Fargo today and get 6 months free memhemhip. For a
limited time, you’ll get 6 months tree membershlp when you qualify
kir a Wells Fargo student VISA card. (’all today.

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA
1-800-642-BANK
imti 55111

NA

Miirnber loll.
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Bronze medalist Swain returns
to a surprise Olympic welcome

ipher

MEI

By Sean Mulcaster
Daily stall writer
The blank expression exploded
into a broad smile and a red face
Thursday when Mike Swain returned
to work for the first time since Mas
Swain spent the last eight months
honing his judo skills for the 1988
Seoul Olympics Gaines and was
greeted with a hero’s welcome. The
reception, complete with a hand
playing the Olympic anthem, was
staged by employees of Chips and
Technologies, a San Jose -based
computer firm.
Swain’s Olympic dream didn’t
end on the note he anticipated
he
captured a bronze medal after being
favored to win gold
but his vacation ending couldn’t have been more
gratifying.
"You can’t say I planned this
speech," Swain told a crowd of
about 200 employees. "It’s been a
long road over the past three years.
And if you look at my record since
’85, it’s the hest I’ve had and it’s
when I started at Chips and Technologies.’’
Swain, who traveled up to eight
months a year competing at judo
tournaments world-wide, retained
his job through a program called
Olympic Job Opportunities. The
program enabled Swain the 156pound 1987 World Champion. to
continue his career and qualify for
the U.S. Judo team a third time. He
was also a member of the 1980 and
1984 teams.
Gordon Campbell, president of
Chips and Technologies, sponsored
Swain three years ago and said he’s
surprised "Corporate America’’
didn’t help more Olympic athletes.
"It’s something more corporations should think about doing,"
said Campbell. who made the trip to
Seoul. "It’s really not that difficult
to arrange. If you look at the number
of corporations in the U.S., it’s not
that tough to support."
One factor Campbell pointed to
was the lower medal count this year.
While the USSR raked in a record
137 medals -- or one for every four
of its athletes - the U.S. finished a
distant third to East Germany.
The training a judoka experiences
can hardly be referred to as a vacation, but Swain said the trip made up
for all the hard work.
"I just had that one had day when
I was over there," Swain said, referring to his quarterfinal loss to East
Germany’s Sven Loll. "But the
overall experience was a chance of a
lifetime."
Swain, who took up judo at the
age of nine, graduated from SJSU in

Kathleen Howe Daily staff

photographer

Mike Swain displays his medal with Chips and Technologies President
Gordon Campbell. Swain works at the firm in Far East marketing.
1986 with a marketing degree.
Spending as many as five months a
year in Japan. judo’s birthplace a
century ago. Swain speaks proficient
Japanese and works in CT’s technical marketing department for the Far
East.
"It’s wonderful to work with
Mike, Swain’s boss, lvonne Williams said. "He’s just an even tempered guy and a real pleasure to have
around. We definitely miss him
when he’s not here. He’s been gone
since May."
Warren Maxwell, a sales representative who works with Swain,
says he’s diligent, despite the long
absenses.
"He’s extremely knowledgable.
In the field he’s involved with, his
expertise has been extremely valuable to us,- Maxwell said.
Swain and silver medalist Kevin
Asano. both former SJSU judokas.

were the only members of the seven man squad to earn medals. Another
team member Bob Berland also
competed at SJSU. He fought at
209-pounds for the U.S. and won a
silver medal in 1984.
After Swain’s loss to Loll, he
fought Kerrith Brown of Great Britain for the bronze and was defeated
in the last 14 seconds despite dominating the match.
Brown, however, forfeited his
medal after testing positive for diuretics, a banned steriod which
causes weight loss and flushes other
substances from the body’s system.
After witnessing Swain’s triumphs and defeats for three years.
Campbell said there was ro way he
was going to miss him competing in
Seoul. "He was my number one fan
there," Swain said.
"You don’t make it to the top
without the help of others." Swain
said. "Thank you very much."

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
X Christmas job al \ lacy ’s could be the begining il
a career. XX ere 11,44,111g lot pOist,tl. aticillalc men and
a omen whir want more than a job. We’re looking or
talented people whir have a gin for helping and
working with others Experience isn’t a, important
as your "people skills. your professionalism and
your dedication. In return. you’ll enjoy the growth
and success that comes with a career al Macy ’s. plus
.1 competitive salary. excellent benefits and a store
discount If this sound like your next move we
have a place for you on lea prplessional team!

WE OFFER: bull or part -lie posiin)ns.
selling and nun -selling positions Flexible hours,
:is early as 7 a. iii Career opportunities

"I was looking
for a Christmas job
and found a career
’tit \lacy’s"

unuui ,i.fliu.,

Macy’s Employee discount
Owl

INTERF.STE1): Apply in person. Monday
ihrough Saturday 111 a in through 6 p tn. at
bastridge.Oakridge, or Valley bait-.
lacy’s representatives will also he
un campus Wednesday. ()cloher 19th from
II a m 2p ni in the Business
(
Room 1101
!at(sir 111L1111:11ollp.ritillii,, employ

Game
thio 4
t
’tiger II.
Lutt hit Evans for seven y aids on
a quick out to keep the dri
The SJSU quarterback later said Ilia
he audibled at the line of scrimmage
’We had a pitch going.** Lutz
said. "I saw the Hoc and checked a
ans. ’
quick pass off to
On an option play, Lutz’ two -yard
run capped off the march with 6:04
left in the third quarter. giving SJSU
a 21-17 lead.
"(The option) was a designed
play.** Lutz said. "If they cover
Johnny . its a touchdown for me It
they cos cr me. it’s a touchdov, ii tor
Johnny."
The Spartans, which had passed
for a total of 1,014 yards in their two
wins over UOP the past two seasons,
were intent on making the ground
game work Saturday.
SJSU fullback Jim Francis, who
rushed for 66 yards on six carries,
had a 2I -yard run on the winning
touchdown drive.
Francis also caught two passes tor
36 yards.
"We were able to spring Jiiiiinv
Francis in the middle," Gilbert said
UOP Head Coach Bob Cope he
lieves Lutz adds a new dimension to
the Spartan attack.
"Lutz is a different type of guar
whack," Cope said. "But you
judge a quarterback out of produc
tion. I don’t think he’d be in the
class of a drop back passer like
(Mike) Pere/ was. He gives more
different types of options...
The Spartans took a 28-17 lead
with 13:07 left in the game, when
Johnson ran in front one yard out
The play concluded a five-play, 66
yard drive.
SJSU ended the scoring on an in
credible play by Lutz and Johnson.
On third and seven from the 1.10P
26, Lutz, under a heavy pass rush.
scrambled to the left. Johnson, no
tieing the pressure, tried to free him
self to catch the pass.
Lutz. as he was about to be sacked
by three UOP rushers, threw the hall
over the middle to Johnson Johnson
Ile
caught the pass and broke lies’ .
ran down the left sideline toi ilie
touchdown. Lutz bruised his shim]
der on the play.
"I just happened to see Johnny.’
Lutz said. "No, I didn’t see (the
touchdown). I was still lying on the
ground."
Johnson said, "I was used as ;i
decoy on the play. I saw Kenny

’It was a milestone
for us to be able to
come back.’
Claude

Gilbert,

Spartan head coach

scrambling and I got open I caught
the pass and got Into the end /one
The play ended the -.Ailing and
the afternoon for Ian/.
Gilbert said after the
’lie’s OK
game.
UOP took a 7-0 first quarter lead
on a three -yard run by [lading The
play was set up when 11S1’ punter
Jim Hughes had his punt blocked.
UOP’s Ruben Harper recovered the
ball n the Spartan six .
fst’ tied the score. 7-7. When

Johnson rail in from one yard out
Johnson carried the hall seven times
tor 58 yards on the dm e The march
covered 65 yards on eight plays.
But UOP regained the lead. 14-7,
when quarterback Jason Frost hit
wide leCel et Doug Tackett for a
nine y ard tu meltdown .
"In the first half they were out
numbering us on the strong side.vPsl. derensise back Hesh Cola!
said -The culaching staf I picked it
up and moved more people over.
The victor) nooses SJSU unto sole
possession of second place in the Big
West
State, which pounded Utah
State 7, I-10 Saturday, is alone at the
top with a 3-0 record.
"It was a milestone for us to be
able to come back,- Gilbert said.
"A vv in pulls us together. and gives
us the confidence we need. Now we
have a chance to play at home...
S 151 meets I ’lab State next week
at 51,1 ill SiillIll1111

_

The SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Pre -Law Society
and
BarBri Professional Testing Centers

A Free
Law School Preparation Seminar
and
A Practice
Law School Admissions Test
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 22 - 9;30 am- 12.30 pm
HUGH GILLIS HALL, ROOM 231
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
*****
Pre -registration is strongly encouraged.
To reserve a seat, call collect

(415) 441-0654
Coffee and Donut,

01/4
stl

OLN ";9k.

*****

OPt

$50 Scholarships will be awarded for
the BARBRI LSAT REVIEW COURSE
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Juniors, Seniors &Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!

APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN...

CITIBAWO
5Gor.ia,34
1062:41A
:

Bring a photocopy of
your School 1.0.
No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!

Free Dictionary
Date: October 17-21
Time: 9 am - 6 pm
Place: Outside in front of Student Union

CITIBANIO

%ionclay , October 17. I98K Spartan Daily

Polish prime minister proposes younger reformist leaders
VI:

.

RS.

among the
proposed

those people sr. ho el used to accept
go \ eminent posts will ha% e an open
load... Walesa said Thursday
Rakov, ski ’s appointments \\ LI c
subject to approsal Friday by the

.\

P01.111L1

wham

ness generation ill
communist
Minded

leaders
.ire
Cabinet ineinheis

nos
hy.

\IIIitslet
\liet./.1.1AA Rakowski. but some se
till 1,e
still
moi otticials would
posts
Rakowski also reset \ ed tour spots
in his go\ einnient tor what he
’construct’s,’ pp’s,.
termed the
tion. hut said the candidat,s tor the
posts ha \ i urned them dow ii
Prime

Seim. in pm ’lament
I he Cabinet changes are aimed al
ending
political and econonn,

key

’I’m not interested in the government
and in power. I’m interested in structural
changes and Solidarity.’

annual mild
in rate lit NI por;ent
Rakowski
Seim on Thursday that opposition spurned his offer
iii Will his go\ CF11111CITE, but that the
one] still stood

Vs’alesa
Iech
leader
SoliA1.111I
said %%Iloilo the opposition accepts
the posts depends on v. hether the

’The citi/ens to %Ik 110111 I proposed
these posts let used to accept them. -

Rakowski said in his lust major puti,\ address
"Dne can look at these refusals
according to the say mg. Its
\ er
too late Due to all this, I ’caw all
those posts \ acant The doors remain

0.Likl
hi ing about
change and accept the IT.111110.I Union
.1.111 lint uiuieiestcit III the ’i\Liui
inent and in puss el Ii, !Mooted iii
s111101.0:11 changes and Solid:nits
It there is pluialisin and SolidaritN.

he said.
Rakowski proposed young. reform -minded Cabinet membeis to
fill economic posts. They include
Andric! Wroblewski. 38. who \\ as
nominated to head the important hi
Fiance
ministry;
Dominik
and
Jastuebski, 46. who was proposed
as ltheign economic coopeiallOn
open.

Mieciy slaw Wilc/ek. a
sate

businessman

party. to

LH:miles.- the 56-yearold
011

state -run

prime minister to broaden the coin
munist-dominated gineniment.

proposed four un
opposition members as dep-

Rakowski had
named

labor and

uty premier. minister of

undersecretary ill

social policy.

the

Housing Mulish’ . and a newly

ere
ated post as minister without patif0lio in charge of contacts with various
communities.
In his speech Thursday. Rakowski
said he hoped coming talks between

party.
Planeta-Malecka, the designated minister of health and social
policy, was the only non-party mem-

oll ’oats retained the

proposing

members. Rakowski has apparently
failed to achieve the goal he all
flounced in his acceptance speech a,

senior

are allies of the communist

Wilc/ek

television Thurs-

day

Senior party

and only woman nominated.
pniparily part!,
But by

ministers. Fise belong to the
ruling Polish United Workers’ Party,
oi ccimmunist party, one is from the
Peasants’ Party, and two are from
the Democratic Party. Both parties

"I ;tin Nil re-pro.atiiation of small

said

her

foreign

new

wealthy priis hi, also is a

member ot the
head the industr\

and

officials responsible for the government’s failing econ ))))) ic reform program. Deputy Prime Minister (’,es Ian
Sadowski.
the
economic
planning chief and Deputy Prime
Minister lbigniew S/alaida. the in divan, chief. lost their jobs.
In all. Rakowski proposed nine

Solidarity leader

told the

defense

Rakowski bumped seseral

- Lech Walesa,

sis in Poland. w ith an

ulterior,

the government and the opposition.
including Walesa. could lead to
change.

- -

111111151cl
Kakossski.

61.

designated

Running: Johnny Johnson makes the plays
the I irst halt. although Johnson
was [lied. he iiimicath rushed tot
mole
dage than in
In

11.111 .Flie mmiiiiu tailhaik lusher] tin
’ty said. on 1 1
;minding a
onemiii ions !Moss n plunge all in
tin: lust quarter Johnson added ‘7
saids on sewn sallies to t mish ss ith
48 tin the halt
1)espite
rushing
Spartan

Jolinsims

impiessise
halftime. the
inclusling scull ii

numbers
ot tense,

at

team ill III.
P.i. ilk: \lid not e \acil \ stop Johnson III 111e ses.’011L1 halt Fle rushed toi
aicls and tit 0 bin...Wow’’, and
caught a 75 v aid s,.iiic nom I ill/
I liming the game. Johnson it as
tanked tourth national! \ anyl lust in
thy. lin: West (onleience in all put
171)aids pei
it
game V\ ith the 15r, ’,_,ids toshing
ari.1 I." iii kickon ietiiins. Johnson
via. gist unclei his aveiage
1\ack.
Fle’s a heck ot

(’0pc

quarterhas Is Ken hit/. ss as sputto

\illy Head

ing ;is 5.151

th1.1111Le 10h 111111/111 111111
..1.1111 th111.1 lust stop ,i
Cope said
I [hit

nailed 11 In the lust halt I I it

mg

%sell.

1 rlirlin

I tit/ said
Jiuhutui
isasl.wking

play

lead sletenses.picked up is hat I

said Pa
’ "The

However, the Spartans more than
tripled the Tiger.; running output.

aids to 74
-We telt I ike tic

could run on
them.- (,ilbert said
Willie Gast\ us. SJSI. 111111112
hacks CiI.14.11 said the team ran the
hall really well.- despite scrapping
its in inhone attack.
"We couldn’t get outside on
ttiLiIi

iaSk Ins s.i 1(1

5.151.
went rip th,
thittugh the an and on thi,.
giAIUTILI. .1111110i
JIM I lam I,
I Waled f1,1 SC,I,111 high ha
h
rt/

L’0111111.1.

middle

\VIII) its it ishbone dila\ k. Paoli\
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Ltilhi it hen the till s\ hoots ti,ii
5.151. 11,1,1 ainassey1 1.1114 said.
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A temporary.
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-They ran the fullback mote than
we thought they \contd..’ Cope said

SONY PULL-OUT

mie
The boy received ihmonal men
lion after he entered Cain ill, College
at the age ot s He earned
bachelors of matheinatics at the t
sit’. of California at Santa Cm/ lasi
spring. becoming the would’s \ own:
esi college gi Amite. according
the 1989 (thinness Book ot Worth

as attester] on
Sept S’It atter 1\eing rekasey1 hoot
1),Jminican Ilosintal. where pot’, c
took hot\ the ,1,1 helm,. tor Hs>, I, 0
rue e :duration after searching his

SONY 50 WATT AM/FM DIGITAL CASSETTE LOCKING FF6 REW AUTO REV
’ FIN
00180 MUSIC SENSOR 1EI
PRESETSEP BASS& 15E811

settled

Anti when vou come In for our 2

of ter, ask tor a

quick course on all our other great services.

II

1

emerge better prepared tor the rest of viitir courses

coPsmat

I he Prof essional I coder In

.
11=

Copy Center,

the

Whitt- Pap

SJSU HOMECOMING 88

*la
OCTOBER 17
OCTOBER 18

OCTOBER 19
OCTOBER 20
OCTOBER 21

OCTOBER 22

SPONSORS

938

BANNER CONTEST 9 00-3 00 Location an quad student 1.1’
HOMECOMING KICK-OFF 8130 4 30-830 Location 711) st tot,: ;
CLUB DAY
1000-3 00
Location N’th St near music build ;
CANNED FOOD DRIVE 10 30-2 30
VARIETY SHOW
7 30-10 30 pm
Location Morris F)
STE E FAIRE
10 30-3 30
Location 91h st
(Colors)
Location auditorium
S TEE T FAIRE
10 00-3 30
Location 91h St
YELLEE ST 630 pm Location ampitheater
ii0MECOMING DANCE 900 pm Location ampittiriivor
Featuring Frank Joseph
TAILGATE
II 00 am
Featuring King Pins
ALUMNI GET TOGETHER
Location Brennan’s EerraCB
Blimpies

PG&E

Any mountain

Bottomly Distributors
Spartan Shops
Pepsi
Military Science Program ISJS) Smythe Buick
Scheduling Office

KWSS

Club

KOME Decathalon
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

KHOT

KSJS

KPIX

Coca-Cola

Alumnae Office SJSU

Aura Hal no SICTOY PRESETS hOP X0
rrifisrrEmtERS

178

HOMECOMING SPECIAL

ROSES
$14PLUS

0

7eresa s flower Garden
Weekdays 10-6
les front ol the Student Union

AVone elliS STEREO WON AM/FM DnLITA LAS
sutt LOCAING FF & FIEVI IT SiAtION MESE
5E0 LOCAL 015101 SWITCH ’ROOK,/
0.00IAuTo hub SCC tAPF HEAD Mt tat
TAPf SEP BASS &Mei(

FINANCE
MEI

ONO
WITH
GRAPHIC EO BUILT-IN POWER AMP
40 WATTS 5 BAND GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER FF S FADER AVA686

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE

W/5’ SPEAKERS

$268 INSTALLED

Cass...
CO-E330 Auto
Ploys, with AM/PM Memo Radio

5 FM 5 AM Pine,
Setii .
raw. la Sensitiviiii Flange [laity. B Fo 5
matiMeal CO isle SeIectoi awl, baiance

9

58

AM/FM 50 WATT. STEREO CASSETTE
BALANCE FADER CONTROL DIGS
TAL CLOCK LOCKING FF & SEW
AUTO REV OCR SWITCH 6 STATION PRESET MEMORY SEEK
SCANSEP BASS& TREBLE

$198

SECURITY

tilltrUV:517:00
IABL,
iS

$358

PANASONIC PANASONIC
PORTABLE E’
CAR PHONE
CELLULAR
EB-311
CAR PHONE

Lock W/FREE
DIME
ALPINE ALARM
Signaling
4016
Memory
if
Electronic
Scratch Pact

Take

Mode EB 362
Features Compact 40.16 Digital Memory
Storage LCD
Battery Staters User
Friendly Ke,r
Pad Hands
Free
Optional

W/FREE
ALPINE ALARM

8 $848

Installation 8 Antenna not included Phone assignment required

MOBILE
.4646
RA!Ot!IA!TICTS
limey 101 to San Antonio Rd left on El Camino 1 Nock
*2110 STORY RD SAN JOSE .408;9264626
All dome limited to stock on hand 1 per customer .No dealers please

81

PHONE - ASSIGNMENT REQUIRED

CELLULAR CAR
FSIArOSr.H40,(3)3N7!990S
Belvieen Hamilton Paanel
943 BLOSSOM HILL RD SAN JOSE 4081226-223
lin lion of Macy, Oekridee Mall)

OPEN & INSTALLING 7 DAYS A WEEK MON.-FRI. 9-9:

WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOS

GTE

at

SAT.

Mobilnet

Authorized Sales Representative

Art and reason

When N lark and I decided to spend
I he \\ eekend at his mother’s house,
I ne er imagined I would walking
ere
I1110
111(H.Ise’s nightmare. l’here
cats e\ LTVW11CFC.
( ’at plaques, Cat statues, cat clocks,
\’etua Cat Illat. I C011

tpr PRESET

FINANCE ME!

CAR PHONE CLEARANCE

PANASONIC

si 48

CAR STEREO

ALPINE PULL-OUT

W/FREE ALPINE
ALARM #8008

to (1111111-

.th her collection of kitty litter if I spent
\ ear at a garage sale. (:onspieuouslv
absent, however, as a real cat. Strange.
I thought, and began to fear that a
weekend with cat w()man could be a
Ii t less than purrfect.
Ilia then she came home, and
N lark intniduced her. She was
drcswki surprisingly well-ni)
leo)pard pants. III tact.
CLAIM s.iv she was the cat’s meow,
(Itit Id rather
She ottired me a cup of 1)titch Chocolate Mint. Now that is m11111.111111g
I could relate to. Then she bn night it
OM in the most beautiful, distill. I \
unfeline china Id ever seen. As we
sipped. I timnd out that Ntr. ( :a lurk.’ I
has mv same weakness It w chocolat...
loves the theater as much as I do, but.
I tiered ibis, !lever saw ’1:ats.- St) Mark
and I are taking her nest month.

MOVIE

Brennan’s Terrace

Rue

AM/FM STEREI CASS.

ALPINE

,

_____________J

SONY

Electronic

’..ed AM TM MN(
ire 5-Band 0005.

TAX

21/20 Per Copy

SANMERADA6EtkR,S,
SONY SYSTEM W/FREE
Imo__

r . R6w

ROE
YRS/ SINII
SASS& ansi

HCC106

Records.

1 DOZ. MEDIUM STEM

I CUT COLLEGE COSTS
I
I STARTING RIGHT HERE. 1

LOCAL

$298 Nano lu
218
DIGITAL 40 WATT REMOVABLE PULL-OUT
5 BAND EC)

\ .)2ustin I h: \It:1101a

mid only have been
iodas it .11 I parties agreed to 01C 1L’s
k1111111C111.1:111011- 011 CLISEOLI!, said Pat -

AM/RA
DIGITAL
CASSETTE
SI
serzi.iulo

RE5 ESP 200
’PEE SPFAAFIRS

PASSIVE ARMING
DOOR PROTECTION INPUT SENEXTENSION
SOR
INSTANT
LED
HEAD UNIT PROVALET
JECTION
SWITCH

!lieu die testil \ ed

hi Paid \ fell/et . allot no tot the
ho \s father. Af.fustiii De Mello

W/FREE
SONY SPEAKERS

ALPINE ALARM

si came.

Whiz kid’s parents continue custody battle
:III

SONY SYSTEM

(witeral Foods International ( (dices.
Share the feeling.

&

SUN. 9-7
FINANCE
ME OAC!
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Hospitals to study AIDS
rty
fly
n-

Bloom County

LA JOLLA API - Eleven hospitals nationwide will receive $8.8
million in federal grants to establish
an experimental drug treatment pro
grain tor children with the AIDS
virus, it was announced.
Since 1981. more than 1,100 U.S
children have been diagnosed as
having the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hut treatment
using the controversial antiviral drug
AZT has not been licensed for chil
dren until now.
Dr. Stephen Spector, director of
the program at the University of California. San Diego, Medical Center,
one of the II hospitals to receive the
funds, hailed the effort announced
Thursday but called it long overdue.
"The problem was tremendously
underestimated." said Spector, an
associate pediatrics professor at
UCSD. "The National Institutes of
Health now appreciates the major
problem in this area."
There are 100 known children infected with HIV in the four-county
area to be serviced by UCSD. about
60 under the care of San Diego-area

n-

in;Phe
re-

FOlus
en
ID,
tit

MORON ltf

k

ease, part ot the National Institutes
of Health.
Other pediatric centers awarded
funds under the federal program are
. in actuality,
at the UCLA Medical Center, Los
Angeles; UC San Francisco Medical
children are last
Center. San Francisco; Boston City
Hospital. Boston; Johns Hopkins
when it comes to
University. Baltimore; University of
Miami School of Medicine, Miami;
funding’
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston; Children’s Memorial Medical
- Stephen Spector, Center. Chicago; and Mount
Sinai
San Diego Medical Center Medical Center, Bellevue Hospital
Center and Columbia -Presbyterian
Medical Center in New York.
The La Jolla center will treat chillulls.
ph
dren from San Diego, Imperial,
"Children do not have politically Orange and Riveside counties.
active groups or lobbyists. As much
"By establishing units speciflip service as is paid to how terrible ically devoted to pediatric AIDS rethis is for a child, in actuality, chil- search, we can address the unique
dren are last when it conies to fund- needs of this population," said Dr.
ing." Spector said.
Anthony S. Fauci. NIA II) director.
UCSD will establish a pediatrics
Under the new program, children
AIDS unit with $2.5 million re- who test positive for the virus,
ceived over the next five years from whether or not they show symptoms
the Maryland -based National Insti- of AIDS, will he treated with AZT,
tute of Allergy and Infectious Dis- Spector said.

PWAFULLY
ErneAcrep
1411.41CW
AIL
NOW WU WI/ESTEP

CIIT

COME GET IN on the ground work ol
the new SJSU Volleyball Club
Meet by the BOOKSTORE In Stu
Union on Tues. Oct f 8th at 4PM
NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Ellice, (106)943-9190 for no oblige.
lion quote

PUT

8385

hr

tips

Part

sales reps tor textbook sales to
college professors Call Ellzebeilh

gram Call (408) 243-4070 for details

dentlal by appointment only. 2477486. 335 S Baywood Ave , San
Jose

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth, eyes

and money too

For Information

and brochure see A S office or
call (408)371-6811

COMPUTERS
IMAGEWRITER II PRINTER w.stend

papa $aw. 31- MAC rid. dr..
$250. Both lint 298-6625

FOR SALE
SKIS DYNASTAR COURSE SL 195rn
M40 bind. S125 BIKES Cannon.
dale mntn bike 20 18-spd sun.
lour 5295. SR(Japenese) 23" 12.
spd suntour 5225. Surfboard 6
fin $85 Call 286-8153

HELP WANTED
AMERICA’S HEADLINE NEWS Contaminated Drinking Water" Purificat ton systems needed by all
Ground

floor opportunity
KIM at (415)885-3489

Call

APPOINTMENT SETTING, par time
Flexible
hours.
possible
$208 wiry or more based on sales
performance Excellent working
conditions, good communication
skills a must Call 280-0454
ARE

WE BORED with studying’’,
Maybe a lob on the side might
help PIZZA AGO GO is accepting
applications tor pt cooks. counler-help
drivers Most be fun &
responsible Drivers must be 18.
own car. Insurance. clean DIAV
$710 $8 hr Apply at 135 W Santa

OPERA-

TORS needed on graveyd shift
And weekend shift (28-40 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs reftech or
eiec assembly cap or *guff ad In
the sciences or computer prog
Must be a US Offen We Offer
100%

education
reinfts
415 493-1800 0445 VARIAN

Call

LEISURE SERVICES Director of
Sports Officials job errells hiring.
training & management ot officials for Intramural leagues Call
924-5950 for Int ormetion

BOOKKEEPING. PT

no experience
necessary, but must be willing to
work Set, noon to 61,M Apply in
person at UNDERGROUND RE.
CORDS, 371 S First SI , San Jose

BOTANICAL

MAINTENANCE

(Plant
Person) immediate opening. contact Student Union Directors Of
lice

CAR STEREO SALES people and
stalkers
position,
wearable
Apply Dealers Car Stereo Los
Altos store Cali (415) 941-3511
ask for Mickey No cep necs San
Jo. poieltIons for men & women
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
SS to $8 hr PT FT positions
Northern Celifornia Nannies. 175
San Antonio Rd. I os Altos. Ca
94022 (4151 949-2933. (415) 949.
2933

EXAM FILES trio Professors throughout the USA Exam problems w
the professors own detailed solutions Available tor 8 Engineering
courses. FIT. Calculus, General
and Organic Chemistry. Physics,
& more 20 different books available at Spartan Bks (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening at 10 00 PM at
Campus Christian Center. 10Ih
San Carlos For more information
about activities. call Rev Norb
Firnhabar al 298-0204
TUTOR AVAIL ABLE. Math. Algebra.
trig. & geometry I have BSIE
Available all hours Reasonable
rates Cell MANA (408)559-1984
WOULD LIKE TO find a sincere. caring
female to share time company
with I am a handicapped man
Cell Brian at 298-2308 after OPM
406-976-2002
SOUTH
BAY BULLETIN
BOARD
NOW THERE IS A
THE

FAST and easy way to Inset quality
people
for
or
romance

Social and sports part-

friendship

ners are also available You may
choose lo leave your own message or hear le different messages left by others You don’t
have to doll alone Someone special is welting to meet you Hurry’
Call today’ Must be over 18 years
S2

.COMP OPER Wknelit 110-20 h. ) mst
bet relbi HP3000-bckup-reprl pent
job montrng-sthed. J C PAPER,
PG 848.Mr Clarke. S J 95106
COMPUTER SAL ES POSITION PC &
MAC xperience helpful Call 2979379 ask for Jeff
COUNSEI OR DIRECT
CARE
staff
needed at local residential 120111 ties for young odulls
adoles.
cents with autism A related disa.
bilities Full time & part time
positions evallable Starling $6$6 255, Call 448-3953
DON T MISS this OPPORTUNITY lo
EXPERIENCE the Associated Stu
dents of SAN JOSE STATE UNI.

SERVICES

\AI TO GO

BARE IT AL

Slop shaving, wasing.

tweezing or using chemical depilltor. Let me permanently remove your unwanted heir (chin,
bikini, tummy, moustache, etc
15% discount to students and tad.
fifty Call before December 31.
1968 and gel your first appt alt 2
price ’Unwanted Half Disappears
With My Care Gwen Cheigren.
R E

559-3500, 1645 S

Ave.,

CC ’Hair

Bascom
Today Gone To.

BENEFIT FROM A

PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE’ Using a variety 01 the
rapture techniques to bring

about vitality and spirit Specializing In chronic pain, stress, and
movement dysfunction Sliding
fee scale for the handicapped
Strictly nonsexual Call 371.1433
or 395-3560
DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring tor men casual end to,.
mal wear Willow Glen ar. Cell
Maria at 448-5494
EDITING

PROOFREADING

RE-

SEARCH quality work Reason..
Ole tees Call Dee at 292-7029
Professional

ELECTROLYSIS!

HAIR

removal. the only permanent
method Ask about the special
discount for FALL Complimentary corsuleition by appointment
Call 296-0931.
Your student Credit
Unionbenefits Include ’Tuition Books -Computer loans Com’Free
peiltive Savings Rates
Check

Writing Cashing

.Mans

fecturer’s Hanover GSL’S VisNoble Member Privileges Call
947-7273 or drop by Our 011ICIII at
8th and San Salvador
PROFESSIONAL

DISC

JOCKEY

by

Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
You’ve gol the party we ve got
the music’ Mk heti Prodixttons
provides wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at r.sonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 2704980 or 922.7359
TSHIRTS for

’Noontide& sororities.

VERSITY Your student govern.
accepting
want
Is
currently

clubs, business Custom screen
printing on shirts, sweets, and
jackets Cluallty work al rdeoniebee rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug et (4011) 262-7377.

Ovee 40 committees including
Public Religions, SUBOD, Judiciary. (redid. Studies & Childcare Call S Personnel today at
924-6240
DRIVER NEEDED TO MANar for drug
store Mon, Wed, Frl
approff.
moiety RAM to 1PM Most ha.
good driving record Pays 8th.
Apply Tenth Si Pharmacy. 4411E
Serra Clare SI
EARN

S J

CASH Banque, siervers

Monday through Friday 3-9PM
WRITING,

RESEARCH

AAAA-ACCURAC Y.
ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNT ABIL TY,
ACK NOWL
EDGEABLE in typing that stops
Trust TONY. 296-2087 Thanks
S1 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Thanks
AAA

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

AS-

SURED

Professional Word Processing
Thesis,
papers.
resumac
Desktop
Publishing
capabilities Serving Evergreen,
and

South
from SJSU

170W1NZ

628-2826. extension 856
IDEAL HOURS

GUARANTEED 56 hr
Make up to St I hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone trom our San Jose office Mon -EN 5 35.900 PM Sal 91PIA Call Duncan at 984-0402

JOIN

OUR OKTOBERFEST, Raise
funds for SJSU Learn business
communication skills, work with

SERVICES

essIstence
Acedernic thesis
Ghostwriting All subfects Goal
Iliad wrier. Resumes Re-writ
Ind Cietelog Berkeley (415) HI
5036

TRAVEL
NEW ZEAL AND’ Got
your attention, mate, New Zeeland company has openings for

AUSTRALIA’

few adventurous Americans on
its under 30 tours 01 Australis

& year
round positions avallble now
Salary L fteguards 05 50-56 00 hr
Pool Managers $7 0048 60 hr
Call 942-2470

SSNEED CASH’ $500 S1 000 stuffing
envelopes’ GUARANTEED’ Rush
stomped addressed envelope to
Mall-Co
Box #0267550 Port
land, Or 97202
PT CLERK. flexible hrs No expert.
enc. necessary Apply in person
at UNDERGROUND RECORDS,
371 S First Si.San Jo.
PT SALES MKTG

Asst

Pass out
samples of chocolate chip cookies! LisunchIng promo on Oct
21st Seek outgoing, independent

people with good Interpersonal
skills Must have own transport
Call A C C (415)337-6150
PT SALES MKTG ASST Quaker Oats
Is launching nationwide promotion Seek independent, outgoing.
people Great for mktg sales maCell
8150

Must have own transport
Angie, AC C
(415) 337-

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and part time posi.
lions, all shire No experience
needed We train Apply Mon -Fri.
8 AM-5PM. 260 Meridian Ave , San

STORY & WHITE ROADS Two rooms,
S225 & $275 Inc! Lift! & kltn pry
$100 deposit. Call 251-3259

LOST AND FOUND

......:1

(
4

i
,

Gus Torres
THE WHAT’
I -kW FbuND OJT
4zu CAVT WU
WAVE AN Ems,
_

F

gte

Tomoegrow Tsio13e9inn.97._

PERSONALS
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN

Drug users may be stripped of student loans

COMMUNITY

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 301i 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. 10th & San Carlos For
more Into about other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sister

WASHINGTON

I API

Senate rolled toward passage of a
$2.6 billion, campaign -season drug
bill Friday that would dangle the
possibility of the death penalty in
front of many drug offenders who
kill.
By a vote of 78-11, the chamber
today approved an amendment that
would allow judges to strip convicted users of illegal drugs of many
federal benefits, including student

Judy Ryan at 298-0200
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Conti 227 -9419. gam to Rpm
A4111, When ovewheimed by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING torn. Graduate and
undergrad Resumes, term papers, theses. reports of all kinds
STUDENT rates for undergrads
Available day, eves, weekends by

loans, mortgage guarantees and licenses. The benefits could be halted
for up to one year for a first conviction and for five years for additional
convictions.
Lawmakers who feared earlier
that the wide-ranging measure might
be stillborn because of a torrent of
more than 100 amendments began
feeling more optimistic Thursday
after a mixture of private bargaining
sessions and floor debates eased sev-

ei al potential logiallls.
Congress, which had hoped to adjoUrn for the year today, was ex-

pected to return next week to try to
finish the measure.
Senators voted 64-25 to retain a
provision that would allow capital
punishment for people involved in illegal drug activities who kill or order
the death of civilians or law enforcement officers.

appt Call Anna .1 172-4992
SECRETARY writ computer

Classified

Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my speciality Call Pam at (408)225-5025 or
(408)225-9009

typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By spot Chrytai .1 923-0461

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Professional
word-processing

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers, theses, resumes, tette,’
No charge minor editing Rates by
page, hour or job Former legal

services with student discounts
Offer fest turnaround,

ovallable

pickup & delivery, grammar editing and guarantee copy Call
Pamela at (406)946-3862 to re-

secretary Write Type-972-9430
The Perfect Paper’
pick up end delivLow Price’
ery svelter. Call (408) 266-2681.

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic
word processing our specially
Guerantsed
gustily
accuracy
Frree disk storage proofing Rea-

8AM-9PM

sonable rates We’re lestddepen
dabN grammar -experienced Col.
lege grads, so cell us with petters,

PROCESSING.’
Theses, Reports, letter. No lime
to type your paper, Call MARY
ANN at ANN a 24 1.5490.Santa

reports,

Clara

theses

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers. Research Proiects. and
Resumes Help with grammar,

Free dish storage. SPEL CHEK
.punctuation.grarnmar
assistance All work guaranteed For
that professional quick dependable worry -tree service al Its best

punchatIon, sentence structure
on request (APA. Turablen.
Former English maim with 16 yrs

call PAM at 247-7681 (Santa Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT A FAC-

Willow Glen area
experience
Phone Mrs Moron at 2869448

ULTY RATES’

AMY FOR

serve your time now.

tesp

ANN

Science).

WORD

ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers, manuscripts, screenplays,

around
5875

Santa Clare

A

TYPING SERVICE

Reasonable

storage Free
pickup and delivery Call 270Fre,

rates

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publiahIng & word process

disk

0036

utilizing IBM hardware,HP Seriesil
Lase...Word Perfect 4 2 & ors*.
Maker Papers.lhests.resurnes, re
ports & group protects welcome
Rees rale*, 7 mln frrn campus nr
280 680 To ensure yr pepers
completion on schedule reserve
yr time early PJ-923-2309

All

work

guaranteed Quick return Almaden Branham area Phone 264
4504

Call Linda The Write Type 7231710. San Jose.8AM-10PM, Mon
Sal p-u del twice daily
WILL DO YOUR TYPING WO process
S5 pg Call 733edfting spelling
9195 eves only
PROCESSING. pepers, resumes. manuscripts. form !offers
Experienced professional Free
SPELIING CHECK, disk storage

WORD

Call 998-8821

INFORMATION

(I.. message)

reports,

enc. In ALL formals Including
APA(NURS1NG DEPT I for ALL
your typing needs I THESES)

253-WORK
LIKE MAGIC Word
processing, editing, research, rd
sumes. on-line searching tribli.
graphics, quick reterence librarian wtth PALS Call (408) 732.7192

TOP
PROCESSING
WORD
NOTCH’ Student manuscript dis
Former
Editing avail
counts
toe, editor min It A in English
12 years prof word processing
includes spell punc disk
ewper
stor itr-guality output WILLOW
GL EN Patricia (408i288- 5660

PROCESSING
WORD
AND EDITING Hve MA in Frig.
lish, 5 yrs tap and a haunting oh
session relth doing II right’ FREE

PAGEWISE

nssurnett.lettef a

group
profectainenuels.lhes. etc vet ter quality’ All formats plus APS

EMI= MI EN

Get Page-

AAAAAA HMV 1w back again’ This
yaw, call a typist who is expert-

Both

IBM & Mac II computers Special
student discount’ Call Printy s
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or

pers.group proffcts, theses, remimes tellers etc APA MLA,Tu-

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
acseternic.businesciegel
word
processing needs Term papers,

APA

or printing from your disk

WORDPROCESSING

tion Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. etc All for
Including

reports, manuscripts, resumes,
Editing,
term papers. theses
grammar & spell checking All
work done on PS Laser Printer

and typing services On -campus
pickup del Letter qua’ Term pa-

red. formals Oust quer (25
yrs row ) Call Roe (408)274-3684

era Edit rewrite too
Wiser (408)732-4845

service for all your WORD processing needs Grephics, letters,

246-

CALL I INDA TODAY for experienced,
professionsl word processing
Laser printer, cassette transcrip-

mal

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
Ireneciption Experienced Weide

Call

CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. faculty, writers. business prof is Fade! with ESL writ.

GO WITH THE BEST’ Take advantage
of our expertise Top secretarial

resumes, repetitive letters. Iran.
scripfton Free SPELCHEK, copy
edit disc store. (Nick turn.

EVERGREEN

etc at 251-0449

111111Mla BENI MN

Me*

Print Your Ad Here
(Count appro* whitely

, r,!

ict

1

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

antra avail We offer medical dental ins, weekly pay. non -uniform II

Two
Days
S4 80
53
I31 .neS
41 ,Ties
5481
$570
I5 t nes 55 70 56 60
6 Imes
S6 55 Si 50
I der, Ackblional ,ne Add S
One
Day

wfth your school schedule, will
dein if interested. plea. call
Ker. at CATERING BY COAST

Three
Days
55 25
56 15
Si 00
Si 90
90

Four
Days
$5 50
$640
$7 30
S8 io

Five
Days
55 7,5
$660
Si 50
$840

Each
Extra
Day
51 00
51 1S
SI 30
$1 4s

Semester Rates (All Issues)
91

(408)730-0500

00

10

1,1

15 Phis I mes SAO 00

TELEMARKETING,. Appointment setting Part Ira.. 5200 WK POSSI
Be E. DAILY CASH Walking die
lance from campus Afternoon &
antra

.

.

call 286-2340 or 924-4482

social people to work at high tech
comprinies In Silicon Valley All

evening

’

444,

=1

SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSON.
NFL needed Flexible hours to II

.

’orritCH, "NAT ’ +., ’ ’ ’
’- 01 rA. Dc

Sql ArA I SANOWicH

SECURITY RECEPTION, $6-S7 hr No
rpertenc necessary. NI! & pert
time We are looking for outgoing,

piscernent Apply Ink.. flam5pm Mon -Fri at VANGUARD. 3212
Scott Blvd. Santa Clara (between
San Tomas & Olcott)

WAN

1

LADIES AND GEArrteMEN, MY
NAME 15 OZZIE AND I’D LIKE
TO FoRmALLY INTROcXXE ‘kV
lb mei uNCLE eocKwEo"Ietx.fer RHODES RAMER&
A Home..Ess PELLoW IN THIS
CITY HE NIYA) LIVES w11H
ME
11-0
- 01140TH’
ARE 4bL,TALK,A1
Tb2

Jo.

bliffer uniform posttiont vclion pay, reg increases, credit
union & Immediate permanent

’,’’’

_1_ HP .,

Rocky

ROOM I RENT in Santa Clara house.
pot entry. 5350. Incl irk, house
pry, quiet nhood, 984-3353

A At
SEASONAL

,

-’,’ (-17ANr.,A

HOUSING

heartbroken REWARD. PLEASE

sumo to BC S International, 700 St
Marys Place, Sulfa 1400, San Anlonlo, Texas 78205 or cell (800)

!AA.

a.

,

71-?

THE METRO Is looking for curious,

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS’ International businesses
and investors seek foreign naDonets with first hand knowledge

jors

A

glue use call al 288-6032 EOE

on throat, paws, long tall, droopy
ears VERY friendly. answers Is
PRINCE
Children (6 parents)

tor consulting assisFor information send re-

v!, lot

iii ,. . c,. . .,:

rr

lob to fit Info your busy lifestyle.
For
immediate
considerstIon,

OPPORTUNITIES
Apply at MARIE CALLENDERs,
2831 Wordier) Ave

LIFEGUARDS

THEEEk

. .

salary of S9 hr
plus bonuses’ if you are experienced or not. we heos the perfect
partment, with

EMPLOYMENT

country

LitS I

David Rose
A ssfoi-rr r.iC c CT FiN(C- ’’’’
PC , r . ! - C , 4,-..!E yi,,t
7 c ,
o11.1.IL.4
. ’
r---

’-’2,

courier Need own
car, M.T.F 55 50 hr. 200 per mile
Call James at 298-801M

MK&

-" 5741_

Snaky

utes trorn SJSU For the hardcore
telemarketers, we have 2 openings in our advertising sales de-

LOST DOG. Brown nylon collar M.
sz . mostly black male, wht marks

of economic, business. scientific,
and political conditions In home

ACCOUWANT,

\41-1At KING’ OF 1.02‘i
CAN I Off 1KIITH
1,000\1,
LIKE
THIS?!
Vitt
in OF!

Novi

fueNE0 HEAQ9.
\./

bonuses, contests. vacations & a
professional environment 5 min-

San Jose Minutes
Call Maureen (008)

tance

1211li

’1,(Ju’s15HG1Me1

146

responsible

1129

applketions for two A S Board
Director of Student
positions
Rights Responsibilities, and Director of Community Affairs
Also, positions are avaltable on

TYPING

great group of people. earn 57 hr
Call now, Ask for Kevin at 924-

any toll

Join WSFCU

.

about the ContIlii specials Also
available, Europe ner summer,
Greet Trips, Super prices’

at (415)960-3222

Clara St
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT

back’ its summer there during our
winter break so call AUSTRAL !ANEW ZEAL AND DOWN UNDER
TOURS. (415) 948-2160. and ask

rfTLE nal

9/A
AMER
Of
OPEAKWG

Michael Sherman

assroiii

friendliest people You con even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the way

EARN S IN THE morning, have afternoons FREE’ Mtn View publisher needs 1,1 lamp . Inside

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR! Register your resume now
with the professional career pro-

STUDENT

AS

per

Time on call available, no expert
once necies.rvi Ask for Melinda
In personnel. Sante Clara Marriott
Hotel, 2700 Mission College. 9881500. s6549

YOU PIP WITE:31)
elpN’T YOU.
MR COMM/

Skibblefritz

WHI-3( PLLILET C- ’
’
-FHA", )1.11.4.-- r,.

New Zealand WhItewster ratting,
sailing, dive the great barrier real’
Travel and party with the worlds

*for EaRnet2

kfjppr.,

1 Kmomil

$945 per hr. banquet aides
8S25 per hr cocktail servers

#4;17

C)s ’51

-HAT

,

52 *WON!

UKE 71%Y
UNA’S TOR OEWO

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

cwax
foe

MU. ON &Ma
Of fAit NOW PefunCr

$8.8 million will establish drug treatment plan for children

it1

Berke Breathed

Print Name

$70 00
Address

Phone 924-3277
C.1y &

Good
voice I personality Cell RICH et
968-4521

1

Stale_

available

TEl EMARKETING’ GOLDEN COUNTY
MARKETING currently has 5 day
lime & 3 evening tundreising positions evelleble There Is no seeing required’ We ere tooling for
motivated Indlytduels who went
difference In peoples
to make

Enclosed is S
IOrc le i C Wulf itation
I

Ar,,,nlincelnen1c
A

,,InflvP

tree, advancement oppoeNnitles.
$425 to 512 hr, or commission,

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

iielp VVarnerl
irousmo
Iii, Sale

San Jose State University

I vhole

IN. We orer hill or pert time positions Eetremely Raelbie ached.

Ala mamma

am

hi!

San Jose, California 95192

mum

001

I roes

D

Classified Desk Located Inside 01311708

1
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Nminmomison

1
1
00

Monday, October 17. I 988’Spartan

Page

Colleges to fight Playboy recruiters

Rules: Security tightened
page I
sesinity
they would
policies more suictls , some West Hall tesidents slisidated a petition
protesting the limitations oli
thginrC51
guests
Aheyta said he V6:1%11.i aware of
the student dissausfactIon umil he
read about the petition in the Spartan
Daily .
Fullerton said student involvement in formulating security policies
would he limited to incieasing security ass ,iu imes. among resislents
nuu
" l .inage! Lii subiects
something decided by a committee.
but slesided hy someone with responsilvil its
she said.
"We don’t want everyone to be
aiiious and teaihil, hut they should
be :maw ot sectii Its . she said.

Hologram

Gail Fullerton
%At’ Po, hi lit
made tOr about a penny pet squat,:
mmcli

Ict’orinack said that this kind of
ihiss- produced
I limit pa:t I
hologram
has
hologram.’ Anait started out in 1972 hit mug the art form to the public’s
ith a holographs kit that cost $350 attention
The art hologiams are great, and
the equipment has grown consider
ably more eV pensi e since then, they ’ie good toi trade shows and
which has put sonw esoliontie strain lolstw, displays ,ind so on. but embossed hologiaphy is vs mat got the
on other path. vil her lite
haein [’might lieW ear since puhlis familial vs 1111 holograms,
nait sant "Every she said. "That’s really vs Ii, we’re
then eithei.
heie "
C.11 sou upgiasle. S Iii get a flew
Hie "Images in Time and
Timis vTiii get a bigger lasei. :Ind so
v
on
it you’re sown. "
esliihit is runimimse t fool now mud
29
N
pt.,1,
.11fn
Shaion %LA:min:wk. anothei Lit
Sin
and ...Cu Is ’11
p.a. said T11,11 embosses! hologiaphy
dent‘,
Iii
Til the kind sommonly seen on siedit
.111d S5
adults Children
said. osts mound SI 5.00o to pro- under
admitted lice The e duce I
ever. once the equipment ham contains a special hands-on secIhe
tion liTi Iii Idi iii

McClure well
a year after
her tumble
\i1111 \\II I \as T
ji is,.
!minded hs
\ 1.
stuffed animals. little Jew,
Cline has recovered !him hei
into an abandoned well a
..
Friday. which bet.Tan a 58-1h
deal that touched millions wTiitst
wide.
"She’s doing beautifully." said
Me( ure family spiikesinan Pete
SlielsOn. "She’s talking up a storm.
Her toot’s line and her lorehead is
looking great and she’s an active
year -old.
Jessica, now 2 . suftered a pres
sure wound to her forehead and right
riot that required the amputation ot
her right little toe and the tip of the
big toe.
’If she walked Without shoes you
55 1111(1 notice a dit ference in her
walk. hut not much. said orthopedic sUrgetni Charles Younger. vs ho
peitormed the amputations alter her
rescue last ()st I h
.lessica captured the %solid’s mien
non last year vs hen she l’ned tor her
mother and sot tly sang nursery
ties vs hi le volunteers drilled
thiough 22 feet of hard rock to ressue hei I u mi the dark. 8 -inch -wide
well shalt.
he deluge of letters. get -well
;oils. balloons and dolls has long
...like stopped at Midland Memorial
lospilal. ik hoe Jessiia spent five
seeks reeovering.
"Everybody adopted that child,
whether they were a parent or a
grandparent in someone her age."
said Kimberly lodisett, director of
volunteers at the hospital
The hospital also was inundated
with phone calls from people the
World over With imps on how Ii treat
the 18 -month -old girl About 50
doctors, mostly from South Allier Ica. offered to send leeches, which
they said would increase circulation
in Jessica’s endangered toot, said
hospital spokeswonhin Siw K isnot).
During the first Mice weeks, doeirs
they would have IT’, amputate the mime toot. which was
edged next to the toddler’s head
during the ordeal. Hut after ai least
six opsTrations and treatments in a
pressuriied osygen tank
VA Oh no
Jessica Went home less
leeches
olds I
toes and with a small war on
her forehead.
Snelson and Younger said lessisa
doesn’t appear it, remember the of
deal, and does niii sist ter from nightmares, tear of the dark or other phobias
Jessica was playing with other
children in her Limit’s has k
When soinehoW she tell dim ii the
well, whose shalt had been covered
by a large rock. and became wedged
22 feet underground.
Volunteers drilled a shaft parallel
to the well, their progress made .1-.
oniiingly sli vs because the hard rusk
dulled even diamond -tipped drill
hits After two days of drilling. they
!wide a him/Timid shah lust under
Jessica and plucked her init
During the effort. pmamedics
blew %Sarni air into the shaft to keep
the girl cinntortahle, and a television
crew lowered a microphone. At
times she s rued tor her mother, and
once she was heard softly singing
’Winnie tlw Pooh
Jessica’s plight distracted the oil dependent ity from its economic
problems as hundreds ut voluntem.
rushed to lend equipment, drill iliv
rescue shaft and feed journalists and
others

Admit)
’s:FWAk K, N J API
at six ( %idiotic colleges plan
To tight an attempt by Playboy ’nag
to resin!! women for a plots
but tho say IllatIVsttideilis
apathetic about The Women
of the Big I ast artiste
We wets. shocked to learn that
they ’re planning stleh a TT:Mitre.
said Slim n Healy . spokesman tor
’ii
Phil s t iris ti sills
mm Ness York
ele the 1.1T-....est Catholic 11111% er
,itv Ii lilt. -lilted States and pub’’,
nudity is .1j2.iiiist liii moials
’ Hies will ml he pe 1 Milted on
,1111/111s,.. lie said jhursday.
liv his spokessvoman Fluabeth
N.
i is said the ’lien’s maga/me
doesn’t seek the coopeiation of administiatois at ans of the sol lege. it
isits
Instead. it ads ohm:s its
seals hi of campus and in student
iwvs papers.
’We dint ’t do our interviews on
I-il rims

’We were shocked to learn that they’re
planning such a feature.’
Martin

Healy,

spokesman for St. John’s University
campus We do them in hotels that
einem to the students." Ms.
Niii i is said in a telephone interview
th Tin Playboy*. Chicago headquarteis The administrations should
have no part in this
Ss-vitt 1)onatoii. editor of the St.
John’s student newspaper .....he
said lie doubts the paper
svl i
editoriallie against Playboy’s
seaich.
I hinaton said an article about the
pistol ial was scrapped at the last
minute when the newspaper’s fac-

ulty adviser persuaded him to wait
until he heard what the administration thought of the search.
"It was our decision to pull it, but
we did feel some pressure," he said.
Other colleges have the right to endiirse or condemn visits from the
men’s magazine, Healy said. but
Roman Catholic institutions have a
special obligation because of their
IL:helm!, teachings.
We may- communicate with the
student body and point out to them
that this would be offensive to every-

thing we stand for, he said. "This
really is designed to exploit w
en
and that’s another reason we’re unalterably opposed toil.’’
At Seton Hall University in South
Orange,
spokesman
Michael
McGraw said the magaiine’s representatives would be banned front
campus.
"We’re not supporting them because it’s not consistent with the teachings of the Catholic church," he
said. "We doubt they’ll be very successful here. Most of the students
who go to school here have strong
values."
Playboy said some women in the
feature will appear nude, some seminude and others fully clothed. Magazine officials said they visited only
one Big East school so far
the private, non-sectarian University of
Pittsburgh, where more than 100
women were interviewed this week.

Burglary: More computer equipment reported stolen
lett
Diemek said Wei described the
from my
Lint about it ur weeks ago on a man as a hhind Caucasian about 5
Weilliesda night. ()/emek said. heel 1, inches tall.
l he liest
Wei noticed the
’He said sv hen he went into the
room there was a sit ;Inge’ ill thele
disk di use missing and later discovOzeinek said Rill 55 el. a senior ered it shifted between some boxes
majoring in compute’ engineering. behind a desk in the Hum). 0/muck
said He said the room. currently
asked the man how he goi mm
"Itill said the stiatier told him used as a storage area, is not frethe door w as open. NI, he 10,1 vs alked quent I entered.
"When Bill showed me whew the
in, ( //cluck said- 1 lism the man
I

I

I et: el%ed

;I I

dove was, he said it was where disk drive was about two weeks ago.
Ow stranger had been standing the
"We realized it was missing
night before," Ozemek said.
Wednesday, so I called Bob Trammell
again," Ozemek said.
He said he called Trammell to report the attempted theft.
"No one else (but the stranger)
"I thought we should leave it ex- would know to go to that location to
actly as we’d found it. in case they look for anything," Ozemek said.
wanted to check for fingerprints," "I think he started to steal it and was
interrupted by Hill. He came back to
Ozemek said.
Dieinek said the last time he and get it again, this time for good.
his assistant remembered seeing the
’It had to be him.’’

441 wasn’t rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night’s game/

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who’s headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someonefi
If youd like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Card, call us at 1 800 22/0300.

Alex Sum . University of Washington. Class of 1990

AT’a

The right choice.

